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Recently, I had an experience that reinforced for me the surprising gift of 
generosity.  I pulled up to the Starbucks window to pick up my order and reached 
out to pay for it.  The server smiled and said, payment will not be necessary.  The 
car in front of you has already taken care of your bill.  I was so surprised and taken 
aback.  It filled me with gratitude.  What a kind thing to do.  The next time I went 
to Starbucks, I told the server to do the same for the car that was approaching 
behind me.  This event still makes me feel good, the generosity of a stranger.  I 
insert this story because it makes a good preface to my thoughts this week about 
stewardship and its implications.  
 
This Sunday’s message represents a shift in my understanding of stewardship.  In 
my past, stewardship was primarily a business term that referred to shop stewards 
and the management of a company’s resources.  I grew up with my father being 
the manager of Northwest Airlines at Sea-Tac airport.  My very partial 
understanding came from hearing snippets of conversation my father would have 
related to money management and labor negotiations.  Then, growing up in a local 
Lutheran church, the “stewardship drive” came every November.  It was primarily 
a focus on gaining congregational support for tithing and meeting the next year’s 
budget requirement.  As mentioned in our prayer of confession, stewardship could 
be summarized by the phrase “passing of the plate.”  Often people would sit back 
during the sermons in November with the “here we go again attitude.”  I must 
admit that has at times been my attitude.   
 
Let me be very clear on this point.  I am not negating stewardship as an activity.  It 
is important and very necessary for the healthy functioning of a congregation.  We 
cannot hope to achieve other larger goals for our church or the community we 
serve without our regular and committed giving.  But the point of the message is to 
move us into a much broader concept of stewardship that is as extravagant as 
God’s purposes for us.   
 
In our passage from Genesis, we become reacquainted with the enormity and 
magnificence of creation.  As I reread the description of the creation, it moves me 
to appreciate the incredible gift it represents.  The more I begin to understand the 
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complex relationships between all species of creatures, nature, and the enormity 
of space, the more I have come to be in awe of my surroundings.  
 
To say that men and women were created to “rule over” or to have “dominion 
over” all of this creation is an enormous gift and responsibility.  I take issue with 
the term rule over or have dominion in the sense that it connotes doing whatever 
we want with the creation, i.e., we are the boss.  Sometimes that has happened, 
and we have some pretty bad consequences.  It is a very different connotation if 
we say we take responsibility for what God created.  In this sense taking 
responsibility is a privilege and a gift that is hard to comprehend.  It is a 
commitment to nurture and focus our lives centered around God’s priorities. 
 
There is a book I have been reading that is called “Beyond the Offering Plate.”  The 
titles of the chapters are very revealing.  They list Stewardship of Time, of Money 
and Finances, of Technology, of Privilege, of Spirit, of Technology, of Community, 
of Work, of Mind, of Body, of Life at its End.  A couple of examples from these 
chapters will help us make the shift that we are talking about.  
 
Take for example, how many times we see people walking around talking on their 
cell phones.  It is a wonder more people do not walk right into a tree because they 
are not paying attention to anything but the phone.  They miss the texture of the 
trunk or the contribution the tree makes to our surroundings.  Or take for example, 
my recent experience with my granddaughter.  She is absolutely addicted to her 
phone and the games.  When she comes into the house, she hardly says hello 
before she heads up the stairs, closes the door to the upstairs bedroom and sits in 
front of the computer or her cell phone.  Here I thought she would be outside 
enjoying our big yard, the horses, and the chickens.  She hardly takes notice. For 
my part, I can hardly wait to take in seeing Mount Rainier, the trees, and the wild 
critters.  The next question becomes, how shall we be better stewards of our 
communication tools as well as not negate our surroundings.  In the book that I just 
mentioned, the author tells of how cell phones have hurt his relationship with some 
of his family.  If the family member calls on his wife’s cell phone, they talk and that 
is it.  Unless she can hand the phone to her husband, he misses out on conversation. 
This implies that we are to be good stewards of technology and not let it rule us.  It 
is a tool, not an end in itself. 
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There is good advice that we find in the 1 Peter passage.  We are called to love each 
other deeply.  We are to share the gifts of God with all and use our gifts to serve 
others.  Because of our salvation through Christ, we are free to give graciously.  In 
a recent PMA meeting, Keith Marshall said something very profound.  He said we 
are to “love all who are in front of you.”  Wow. I take this to mean we show love to 
all, even those who do not appreciate it. 
 
Using some thoughts from the book that I just mentioned, here are some questions 
we might consider. 
When we look at our calendars related to church activities, let’s ask ourselves how 
these activities might take into consideration what is happening outside of our 
church walls?  
 
In a chapter about stewardship of privilege, it introduces the idea of self-emptying 
or kenosis.  To follow Christ is to empty ourselves of privilege in order to enter more 
fully into the life and Spirit that motivates Christ. 
 
Finally, I would like to mention Stewardship of the Spirit.  It is almost beyond 
understanding to fully appreciate the gift of the Holy Spirit.  As a congregation we 
are called to love with all our heart, mind, soul, and strength.  This takes making 
time for contemplation and honest asking God to show us what we are to do.  Then, 
even more difficult at times, to not just listen, but to act in accordance with what 
we learn.  To me this is the ultimate thank you to God, the ultimate stewardship: 
asking, listening, and acting.  Risky, yes.  Rewarding, yes, beyond all measure.  
 
Let us pray. 


